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Increasing Magnetoresistance Using MagneticField-Tunable Interfaces
Andreas Schmehl,* Darrell G. Schlom, and Jochen Mannhart
The ferromagnetic semiconductor europium monoxide (EuO)
displays outstanding electronic properties, such as colossal
magnetoresistive effects (CMR),[1,2] metal-to-insulator transitions (MIT),[3,4] and close to 100% spin-polarization in the ferromagnetic state.[5,6] Its structural and electronic compatibility
with silicon make EuO a promising candidate for siliconbased spintronics. Using rare earth doping, the Curie temperature (TC) of EuO can be increased from 69 K[7] to ∼170 K.[8]
This increase, however, comes at the cost of drastically reduced
resistance ratios, both for the CMR effect and the MIT.[5] Here,
we show how this intrinsic predicament can be overcome. We
report a drastic increase of the magnetoresistance and the MIT
resistance ratios of bulk Eu0.99La0.01O achieved by interfacing
this semiconductor with niobium. The transparency of this
interface critically depends on the large Zeeman splitting of the
Eu0.99La0.01O conduction band,[9,10] allowing for the temperature
and magnetic field induced switching between non-linear and
linear current-voltage characteristics, associated with tunnellingdominated and metallic transport across the interface.
Interfaces between transition metal oxides can exhibit outstanding physical properties, by far surpassing those of the bulk
materials encompassing them. The spontaneous creation of a
highly conducting and even superconducting two-dimensional
electron liquid at the interface between the band insulators
SrTiO3 and LaAlO3,[11,12] or the strong enhancement of the magnetoresistance at grain boundaries in CMR manganites[13,14]
are just two examples of how interfaces can improve existing
physical properties or generate completely new behavior. These
effects arise from the sensitivity of transport properties in the
vicinity of interfaces to the band structures and compositions
of the abutting materials. In this work we demonstrate how this
dependence can be exploited to drastically enhance the magnetoresistance of lanthanum-doped europium monoxide by
interfacing it with niobium. In doing so, one can reconcile the
conflicting objectives of simultaneously achieving high Curie
temperatures and enhanced magnetoresistance ratios.
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Europium monoxide (EuO) is one of the few known
ferromagnetic semiconducting oxides (Curie temperature
TC = 69 K).[7] Doping the system with donors, either by introducing oxygen vacancies, or by substituting Eu with rare earth
atoms (e.g., La or Gd, refs. 1 and 2), induces metal-to-insulator
transitions (MIT) associated with up to 13 orders of magnitude
change in resistance.[3] Applying external magnetic fields substantially shifts TC, creating a colossal magnetoresistive (CMR)
effect comparable to that of the CMR manganites.[15] These
dramatic changes of the transport properties are attributed to
charge transfer from the donor states, which in the paramagnetic state are located below the conduction band edge, into
the lower conduction band. This transfer is caused by the large
Zeeman splitting of the conduction band of ΔEZ = 0.6 eV,[9,10]
which leads to an overlap of the lower conduction band with the
donor level (Figure 1a).[15] Due to the large splitting and the low
charge carrier density, the carriers only occupy the lower conduction band, generating close to 100% spin-polarization.[5,6]
Large doping concentrations (∼1–2% La or Gd in EuO) mediate
an additional ferromagnetic exchange mechanism, increasing
TC up to 170 K in 8% Gd-doped films grown on MgO,[8] and
up to 200 K in 1000 Gauss magnetic background field in 10%
La-doped EuO grown on SrTiO3.[16] At these high doping levels,
however, the magnitude of the CMR and the MIT are significantly reduced, making it challenging to benefit from these
effects at elevated temperatures.[5]
A possible route to circumvent this dilemma is to create an
interface between highly doped EuO and a metal. As we show,
interfaces can be grown with transport properties that are not
only altered by the change of charge carrier density n below
TC, but which are also sensitive to the energy splitting of the
conduction band. In the related ferromagnetic semiconductor
system EuS (TC = 16 K) it has been demonstrated that the interface to a gold contact creates a Schottky diode, the properties of
which are modulated by the change of the Zeeman splitting of
the conduction band.[17] We expand this mechanism to exploit
phase-transition induced changes of the EuO carrier-density
and band structure to induce large CMR effects above 69 K. To
achieve this goal, we tune the transport behavior of an
Eu1−yLayO/Nb interface by adjusting the doping level y, until
the interface transparency changes at TC, driven by both the
change in n and ΔEZ. At these doping levels high Curie temperatures are obtained.
Using the Schottky-Mott approximation,[18,19] the semiconductor side of the Eu1−yLayO/Nb interface can be described as a
charge carrier depleted, insulating region (Figure 1b). The width
w of the insulating zone depends on the built-in potential ΦB
and on the
 semiconductor charge carrier density n. It is given
by: ω = (NB . 2 . g 0g s ) /n , with εs being the dielectric constant
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Figure 1. Simplified band structures of electron-doped EuO and of the
Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface. Below TC, the large Zeeman splitting ΔEZ
of the conduction band leads to an intersection of the lower conduction band with the donor level, inducing a metal-to-insulator transition
with a 100% spin-polarized metallic lower conduction band (a). At the
semiconductor/metal interface, the energy splitting and the charge carrier
transfer causes a reduction of the semiconductor energy gap EG and of
the barrier width (w) and height (ΦB). These changes switch the contact
between tunnelling-dominated (T > TC) and metallic transport behavior
(T < TC) (b).

of the semiconductor. As ΦB is determined by the difference
of the work functions of the metal and the semiconductor, the
Zeeman splitting of the conduction band of Eu1−yLayO below
TC lowers ΦB by ∼0.3 eV and thus reduces the depletion width
w (Figure 1b). In addition, n is drastically increased below TC.
Accordingly, w is reduced even further. Because the charge carrier density n is determined by the dopant concentration y, one
can tune the range of change of the barrier width w by appropriately adjusting y, with the aim to maximize the corresponding
change in interface transparency. In the paramagnetic state, the
optimized doping concentration generates interface barriers
across which the current predominantly flows by tunneling.
In this regime, the transparency of the interface depends exponentially on w and therefore is very sensitive to small changes
in n and ΦB. In the ferromagnetic state, however, the Zeeman
splitting and the increase in the charge carrier density are so
large that the barrier height and width are reduced to such an
extent that the interface becomes metallic. The temperature or
external magnetic field driven changes in ΦB and n are therefore expected to result in a transport behavior of the interface,
which is switchable between tunnelling-dominated and metallic
transport regimes. The associated MIT and CMR effects are
substantially enhanced with respect to the bulk material, and
are accessible at the desired elevated temperatures. As both the
band structure and the chemical potential in doped EuO show
strong temperature dependence around TC, simple tunneling
models with static barriers do not allow the quantitative analysis of the derived transport properties of the interfaces. A full
quantitative description of the Eu1−yLayO/Nb interface is subject
of further experimental and theoretical studies.
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Following this approach to obtain high magnetoresistances at
high temperatures, we fabricated ramp-type junctions between
Eu1−yLayO (y = 0.005 and 0.01) and niobium. The films were
grown on (110) YAlO3 substrates using reactive molecular-beam
epitaxy. To protect the EuO from oxidation in air, the films were
capped in situ using 100 Å of Si. An in situ structuring technique was employed to define the contacts and to pattern device
structures.[20] The contact pattern used allows independent
four-point measurements of the transport properties of the
Eu1−yLayO film, of the niobium film, and of their contact on the
same bridge.[21] Using such a sample geometry, the individual
contributions to the measured transport behavior of the interface are determined.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependent transport properties of an optimized Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface. In the paramagnetic state above the Curie temperature, the transport across
the interface shows diode like, non-linear voltage–current
(V(I)) characteristics. With the onset of the ferromagnetism at
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Figure 2. Temperature dependent transport properties of the
Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface. Below TC = 120 K, the non-linearity of the voltagecurrent characteristics is progressively suppressed with decreasing
temperature (a) leading to linear V(I) behavior at T ≤ 65 K (inset of a). For
bias currents of 10 μA this corresponds to strongly enhanced resistance
changes at the MIT with respect to bulk Eu0.99La0.01O (b).
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TC = 120 K (measured independently using superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry) the
non-linearity of the V(I) curves starts to be suppressed until
at 65 K linear (Ohmic) V(I) characteristics are found. Further
reduction of the temperature decreases the interface resistance
while maintaining linear V(I) characteristics (Figure 2a). For
a measurement current of 10 μA the temperature dependent
resistance (R(T)) behavior displayed in Figure 2b is obtained.
Upon cooling the Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface through TC, the
R(T) characteristic shows a pronounced insulator-to-metal
transition with a resistance change of almost three orders of
magnitude (( R125K − R10K ) /R10K ≈ 440) . For comparison, the
contribution of the bulk Eu0.99La0.01O to the measured device
resistance is also plotted. As expected from highly doped europium oxide, the MIT is substantially suppressed and widened,
with a resistance change of only about one order of magnitude (( R125K − R10K ) /R10K ≈ 10. 5). The contribution of the
Eu0.99La0.01O to the total device resistance is small (∼1% at
TC), which demonstrates, that the resistance of the complete
structure as well as the large resistance change at the MIT is
controlled by the Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface. Consequently the
ratio between the interface resistance and the resistance of
the bulk Eu0.99La0.01O decreases with decreasing temperature.
The temperature range of the transition from non-linear to linear
transport behavior is controlled by the temperature dependence
of the Zeeman splitting ΔEZ of the conduction band and the
associated changes in the chemical potential μ (Figure 1).[9]
A corresponding behavior is obtained by applying external
magnetic fields. To asses the magnetoresistance of the
Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface, R(T) curves were measured with
10 μA bias current in zero magnetic field and at μ0•H = 8 T inplane field. From these curves, the temperature dependence of
the magnetoresistance ratio M R(T ) = R0T (T ) − R8T (T )) / R8T (T )
was calculated. For comparison, the same measurements were
performed on the bulk Eu0.99La0.01O. The results, acquired on
the same sample as discussed above, are depicted in Figure 3a.
The magnetoresistance ratio of the Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface
surpasses that of the bulk Eu0.99La0.01O over the complete
temperature range measured (5 K–295 K). The maximum
value of MRinterface ≈ 31 at T = 87 K exceeds that of the bulk
Eu0.99La0.01O semiconductor by a factor of ∼15 (MRbulk ≈ 2.1 at
T = 120 K). At T = 87 K, MRinterface exceeds MRbulk by a factor
of 43. Correspondingly, the V(I) characteristics show substantial changes under applied magnetic fields (Figure 3b). These
changes are again maximized at T = 87 K. With increasing inplane magnetic field, the non-linear V(I) characteristics are progressively suppressed. For μ0•H ≥ 6 T linear transport behavior
is achieved (inset Figure 3b), demonstrating that the interface
can be switched using magnetic fields. Notably, these optimized magnetotransport properties are accessible at temperatures exceeding the Curie temperature of undoped EuO (69 K)
and the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen.
Both the temperature- and the field-dependent transport properties of the Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb contact are strongly
enhanced with respect to bulk Eu0.99La0.01O, benefiting from
the switching of the interface. Similar, but not as pronounced
results are obtained at Eu0.995La0.005O/Nb interfaces.[21] This
demonstrates that high electron doping levels are required
to tune the interfaces to become critical. At these doping
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Figure 3. Magnetic field dependent transport properties of the
Eu0.99La0.01O/Nb interface and bulk Eu0.99La0.01O. The magnetoresistance ratio (MR) of the interface exceeds that of the semiconductor over
the complete temperature range (a). The MR of the interface shows a
maximum at 87 K, surpassing that of bulk Eu0.99La0.01O by a factor of 43.
At T = 87 K, the non-linearities of the V(I) characteristics are progressively
suppressed with increasing field (in-plane), leading to linear behavior for
μ0 •H ≥ 6 T (b). The drastically improved magnetoresistance ratios of the
interface are accessible above 69 K, the TC of undoped EuO.

levels one can exploit high MIT and CMR ratios at elevated
temperatures.
In summary, we have enhanced the magnetoresistance and
the metal-to-insulator transition in highly electron-doped europium monoxide by interfacing it with niobium. By optimizing
the rare earth doping level, the interface properties are tuned
to the point, at which changes of the band structure and of the
charge carrier density cause a transition of the interface between
tunneling-dominated and metallic transport. The doping levels
necessary for achieving these improved properties are high
enough to benefit from the carrier-mediated increase in Curie
temperature. The principles laid out here are applicable to any
metal/semiconductor interface where the semiconductor shows
large Zeeman splitting under magnetic field, e.g., dilute magnetic semiconductors.
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